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Six large 2J+s-T3aluminum-alloy-sheet specimens containing various
notches or fillets were tested in tension to &termine their stress
concentration factors in both the elastic”and plastic ranges. “
The elastic stress concentration factors were found to be slightly
higher than those calculated by Neuber’s method and those obtained
photoelastically by Frocht. The results showed further that the stress
concentration factor decreases as strains at the ‘discontinuityenter
the plastic range.
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A generalization of Stowell’s relation for the plastic stress
concentration factor at a cticulak hole in an infinite plate -S applied ““”.1
to the specimen shapes tested and gave good agreement with test restits. .- ..; ,
l
INTRODUCTION
*
Themetlcal studies of stiess concentrations around discontlnuities
in flat plates have been lAmlted because of .analytlcaldifficulties to .
certain geometric shapes (references I to 6) andj unt,ilrecently, to .-
the realm of stresses in the elastic range. Experimental studies on _..- ,-”~“
the subJect are scarce, such Investigations being limited by available
loading and strain measuring equi~nt (references 7 to I-1). The present
investigation was undertaken to obtain experimentally Stress concentration .. -
data in both the elastic and plastic ranges for sheet swctiti cont~~% ..
a variety of notche= and fillets.
A formula has been presented by Stowell (reference 12) for the .-
stress concentration factor in the plastic range for a cticular hole in. ..-----
an infinite plate. -n the formula b written in a ener~l=d f- “it ,.-;
appesrs to be applicable to the mec~n shaPes of t~s investtgat?on -.:. ..... -
. and to other configurations. . L.-. ..
l
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EXX’ERIMENTALPmcEDmE . —
b .
Since the maximum stress in a panel containing a stress concentrtitiori j
occurs at a point and the stress distribution around the point follows “. Z
a gradient, it is essential for reliable tiasurements that the ratio
of notch dimensions to gage lehgth of the strain gages be as lszge as
,.
:.
possible. Therefore, In order.to obtain a high ratio ad to be able —
to use strain gages of practical dimensions, the specimens were made
-_
..-
48 by 142 inches.
.:
_- ... ..—
-—
The specimens consisted of SIX 2kS-T3 dumlnum-alloy panels ~1 Inch
thick. Three panels, deslgn@ed herein by M, contained notches; three, =
designated by F, contained fillets. In each group of three there was . “-‘-~
a panel designed to have a nominal stress concentration factor of 2, .-
one of 4, and one of
and F2 F&, and F6.
and 2.\
The panels wtie
from the region new
6; hence the specimens“aredesignated N2”,N4, iT6
(Specimen dimensions are shown in detail in figs. 1 -<
.-
cut frcm #beets 54.inches wide. Excess material .—
the notches or fillets was used to make staiukrd U ““:..?
tensile cou@ns, four for each panel. Standard tensile tests run on
these coupons yielded stress-strain curves. Each of the stress-strain
curves as presented in figure 3 ,isan average of the four curves obtained
from”the four coupons for each panel. “.”
--
Four t~s of strain gages were used in the investigation. On
panels N2and F2 Tuckerman optical strain @ges with a ~-inch gage
length were mounted on the face at the edge of the panel at the critical
puints which are defi~d as the points on each penel where the maximum
stress concentrations occur. In a notched specimen the maximum stress
occurs at the center of the base of the notch. Photoekstic studies
of filleted specimens (reference 6) i.ndlcate,that the maximum stress
occurs at a point about 10° around.the fillet from the tangent betweeri
the fillet and the straigM side of the reduced part of the panel.
Strains at the critical.points of panels Nk, N6, F4, and F6 were measured
-i
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1 ‘ith”k -inch-gage-.len@h electromagnetic exhens~ters
edges of the pqnels at the critical points. (See figs.
Baldtin SR-k t~e A-5 strain gages were applied at
the width of each”panel at the net section to determine
-.
mounted on the ,-
—
.
land, 2.) - ..-. ---~
.—
intervals across “.1”..G
the strain
distribution at that section (figs. 1 and 2). In a notched panel the . –, ~
net section is defined as the cross section through the panel between
the two critical points(fig. 1). In a filleted panel the net section
is defined as the section across the panel containing the points where_ .- “-“~ ~
.
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the fillets and the strai@t sides of the reduced part of the panel are - ‘..+
l tangent (fig. 2). Baldwin SR.4 type A-1 strain gages were applied at .._,-._:=
other cross sections (figs. 1 and 2) to ascertain the uniformity of lead
applicathn.
-——
Load and strain readings were taken throu@out qach test at
successive increments from zero lmd to a load which pr~ced aPPro~- . _.:-”_
.
mately 2 percent strain at the critical point.
. .
-r
FW3ULTS AND DISCUSSION
Elastic Stress Concentration Factors
The stress concentration factor is defin~ In this paper as the ___
ratio of the stress at the critical point acp to the average net .:. :.:
section stress uav. The elastic stress concentration fhctor ~Mstic -. .
is computed from measurements Wsen before plastic @eld@g occurred in . ~
the specimen. The value of ~~stic thus obtained for each sp&ci=n , -. . . -
.
9-
is presented in the second column of the table which follows:
K K K
Panel elastic elastic
elmtic
(Experimental)
(Determined
(Calculati by photoelastically by
Neuber’s Method) lWocht)
N2
N4
If6
F2
F4
F6
2.08
4.26
6.41
1.88
3.87
5.44
:::
6.00
. . . .
. . . .
.0. .
2.02 “
4.o2
6.00
. . . .
3.49
5.00
.-
1.
The third column of the table lists the elmtic stress concentration
...-
faqtors for the notched speci=ns as calculated by an analytical uthod
presented by Neuber (reference 1) who, for reasons of mathematical
convenience, treated notches with a hyperbolic centou”r. The computed.
value of the stress concentration factor b each case is based on a
hyperbolic notch that has its depth and minimum mdius of curvatureP
equal to”the depth and radius of ,thecorz%spondlng e.xperimntal notch.
The experimental notch contour rather thsm being hyperbolic, howeter,
iS COmpoSd of a se.mlcircularbase with strai@t~ parallel tangentsj a
.
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4 Rhc!Jiti””&6 ‘“ ‘“- “3
shape which is somewhat harper than the corresponding hyperbolic notch. “1:.; .-=
The”exper.i.=t@l stress Concentration facto~, therefo~, would be -. ;*”-=
expected .tqbe sometit .hi@er.than those ccmrputedby Neuberts methai. ‘-
A comparison of.values shown in the precedli.igtable indicates the “”1~~
dlffe~nce to be fia 4 to 7 percent.
.
--
-.
A photoelastlc investigation of.elastic stress concentration factors ~ ~
for.shapes ge,ometr$callysimilar to those used in this itivestigation ~‘“ .. -_--—.’ -
was performed by Frocht under the sponsorship of the National Advtsory “.-” –
Committee.for Aeronautics (reference 10). me results of this investi- _ _
getIon are given In ,tiefourth column of the precedi~ table. me ““ :,,~ ‘~.
results of the present investigation were found to be 4 to 7 percent “,.+.- .:
higher for “tienotched specimens“@” 3 to IQ pe~ent hl@er for the ‘:- - ,3-.-*
filleted tipeciiaeiiithan““tie”“i’e-ctorsobtilned.Photoetisticiallyby l?iroch%j””“~. _—.T-
Although Frochtts values are nearly eq~l to,those detetined by Ne”ube~rs ““~
method, Frocht states that his values can be in error by as much as =----
10 percent for high stress concentration fkctors becauEe of difficulties -“‘ “~
in determining the imximum fringe value near the bolmdary of sharp notChes.- “.:.
A coqarisau of elastic stress concentration”fkctors determined - ~ ‘“~,=~
by the three methods is given in figures 4 E@. 5. ---,,-. . ~<-.’. --.. —.“
Plastic Stress Concentmtion Factors and a Suggested Formula
.-
..- :.-
.
Figures.6 and 7 show the e~erimentally’-determlnedstress concen- “- 1“*?
tratlon factors plotted against average net-section stress. The stress ‘- -;“:
concentratlon factors start to decrc%ee as the load On a @nel’ excetis ‘.-l ~-.~
a value sufficient...to cause plastic yielding-“atthe critical point. ‘. . .:.G\.=-._—
.
Stowell (reference 12) presented a rek.~i~ to be used in CalCUMt-fig ‘“ : ‘~
the stress concentration factor in the plastic range for a circular hole - ‘“.~
h an infinite plate subjected to tension. This relation states that ‘“ “‘-I
at any one Instant In the loading .-.,-,..—.
-
.
~cp Es
,—=”1+2 —.’.. -
m (1) ‘“
“m ~w
. ..
where
acp stress occurring at the point of ma~mup stress
am average stress
Es. ” sepant modulus
Em secant modulus
at
of
of
points far removed from hole
material at point of-mxl~ stress - .....
mhterlal at points”far removed from hole
. .
.. . .. .
. . ._%L
-.
- ----
.
-—
. -..
—
; .- .”:.-.:
x-= ..%
.“.
. . ---- c-----
---- .-- .”+.----- . . .. . ----
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For the case when all stresses are elastic, the”formuk yields the va~e “ ;‘
of 3, which is the theoretical elastic stress “concentrationfactor for .““ -
a circular hole in an infinite plate (reference 6). Predictions by ~”-
formula (1) agreed well (reference 12) with the results of an experi- . -
mental investigation reported by Griffith (re#’erence8) concerning the. ‘.~.
stress concentmtion factor for a circular hole in a flat sheet subJected
to tension.
m rewriting forml.a (1) in a generalized form a relation between _..-.-.1.,..:,
K
elastic
-% IEstic
my be obtained: . ..- .
(2)
‘em %lastic is the stress concentration factor in the plastic range. ““
This fozm suggests that the formula might also be tie applicable to
shapes other than round holes by inserting a value for ~kat.c to
correspond to the partlcul.arshape being consIdered. The plastic stress
concentmtion fkctor for each of the specimens test~ was computed ~
fo~la (2) with the ‘~rimental ~hatic, given in the preqedlng
table, and the curves in figures 6 and 7 show that the generalized , -
formula praiuced excellent agreement with the test results. A comparison
between predictions by fo?.mula(2) and e~rimen%al results obtained
by Box (reference 9) for other configurations is given In the appendix.
.r.
—.
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Strain and Stress Distributions
.-—
.-
Strains measured by strain gages at four symmetrical locations on
the net section of a panel were averag~ to obtain the.strain at a single -.
station. These values are plotted “foreach of the six panels as the ....-
longitudinal strati distribution across half’of the net,section (parts “a”,
ffgs. 8 to 13). . ..-
The appammt stresses corresponding to strains at individual ..-
stations were obtained by using the stress-strain curves for the =terial I “ ~’
(fig. 3) and are plotted for each panel as the longitudinal stress ““~~~
distribution across half the net section (parts “b”, figs. 8 to U).
The apparent stresses so determined are not the true stresses at any .“,—
stations other than those at the edges because stress conditiaus in the ~- . -
sheet are not unlaxlal.- The.illustrated trends of the apparent stress
dfstributions, however, are representative of the actual stress
-.
. distributions. .4.
.
-_
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
. :.— ‘-.:”
.—
..—
.
The elastic stress concentration factors were determined experi-” - ‘- - ““-
mentally for six different specimens and were found to be 4 to 7 percent
higher for”the notched specimens and 3 to 10”pZrcent higher for the “. “j.“;T<
filleted specimens than the factors obtained photoelastically by Frocht
for shapes geomealcally si?dlar to those tested. The experimentally
.4
determined factors are 4 to 7 percent M@ert.zn.those predicted for ‘~”- ~
~erbollcnotches by Neuber’s analytical method.
-. .
The stress concentration factors decreased as the strains at the -.
critical points.entered the plastic range and.yere found to agree well - ;-.
“with calculated results obtained from the following equation which is a
generalization of a relation originally ~esentedby Stowell for the
_.-
..-.
plastic stress concentrationfactor at a circular hole in an infinite
+
.:
plate:
K
ES
= 1 + (KehEtic - 1) — .-plastlc -—E-
=
where ,.
Kplastic t3tres8concentration fictor in plastic range,“” ——.,
K
.
elastic stress concentration fkctor in elastic range .. -
Es
“
secant modulus of ~terial at point of m.iimum stress”
Em. secant modulus’of mterial at points removed from hole ._ :~
The generalized equation also checks well wf~ experimental work done -.=!
by Eox on stress concentmtion factors in the plastic range for seve=l :+
--:
additional configurations. -=....-
—- . .. . .
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APPENMX
COMPARISON OF SU3GESTED FORMUA
7“ ““’
WITH MXDU!IOEAL MA
Additional experimental data on the effect of plasticity on the
stress concentration factors for variousconfigurations have been reported
by Box (reference 9). Six flat sheet specimens were tested in tension:
one contained semicircular notches, one had two holes symmetrically
spaced in one cross section> 011.shad a sin@s hole elongated in the
transverse direction, and three had singk holes at various positions
across the width of the specimens. TIE spec-~, IUS* Of 2W-T3 d.-=
alloy, were ~ inches wide, and the radius of a~ holes was l/2 inch.
The stress-strain curve for the material is reproduced as figure 14.
Comparisons of these data and predictions by forml.a (2) are
presented in figures 15 to 20. S“incethe strain measuring techniqpe .
employed by Box gave inaccurate results for small strains, but improve,d
in accuracy for higher strains, the calculations were based on an e~eri.-
mental value of Kekstic obtained near the high end of the elastic
range. The resulting predictions of ~laatic by formula (2) wee
well with the e~imental results obtained by Box.
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